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*Further instructions and videos on assembling can be found at:
https://www.pickawood.com/en/advice-service/assembly
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Preparation Set-Up
Arrange and order the different furniture parts, screws and other fixtures. Acquire the tools for assembly.

Shelf connector with wooden
thread
(for outside stringers)

Shelf connector with metric thread
(for centre stringers)

Eccentric
Connector with wooden thread
(for outer cheeks)

Eccentric
Connector with metric thread
(for centre cheeks)

Threaded sleeves, metric for the
centre cheek connectors

Door hinge

Drawer guide rails

Shelf clip for hole strips

Plinth feet
*optional

Plinth panel clip

Screws for drawer guide
rails and plinth feet/clips

Tools

●

Sort through the individual components of your particular model. For example base, sides, bottom.

⚠

Depending on your order, not all small parts shown here may be included in your delivery.
*Tip: Only remove the labels after you have completely assembled the furniture.
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Basic Structure Introduction

The basic structure for shelves under a total height of 1800mm
Align bottom panel → Attach side panel → Insert rear panel → Set up middle panel → Attach side panel →
Attach top panel → Insert shelves.

The basic structure for closets and shelves over a total height of 1800mm
Align bottom panel → Attach side panel → Insert rear panel → Set up middle panel → Attach side panel →
Attach top panel → Insert shelves.
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The basic structure for closets and shelves with a sloping roof
Align bottom panel → Attach side panel → Insert rear panel → Set up middle panel → Attach side panel →
Attach top panel → Insert shelves.

Identifying the components
1. All components are provided with a label containing an item number (Pos.).
2. The numbering scheme of the furniture components is from 1 upwards in ascending order, from
left-right, then from bottom-top.
3. The "Page Left" therefore always has the smallest item number, followed by the base of the first
column, followed by the bottom of the first column.

*Tip: Only remove the labels after you have completely assembled the furniture.
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Basic Structure (Steps 1-4)
Step 1: Only furniture with excess
length!

Step 2: Preparation

Push the components together and fix them with
the joint eccentric connectors.

Prepare the furniture parts for assembly. To do this,
fit the enclosed connectors in the side panels and
shelves.

Step 3: Fixing the subfloor for
furniture without plinth feet

Step 4: Plinth feet

Position the bottom panel and the base between
each side panel and fix into place by fastening the
screws with a half-turn in a counterclockwise
direction from above. Repeat this step with all side
panels during assembly.

Fix the plinth feet to the bottom panel with the
screws. Align at the place of installation by turning
the feet to find the correct level of balance.
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Basic Structure (Steps 5-8)
Step 5: Align subfloor

Step 6: Fixing the bottom panel

With the aid of a spirit level, align the subfloor at the
installation site by turning the plinth feet.

Place the bottom panel including the plinth feet
against the side panels and fix it from above with
half a turn of the connector in a counterclockwise
direction. Repeat the action with all the connectors.

Step 7: Fitting the plinth panel clips

Step 8: Inserting the back panel

Fasten the plinth panel clips with screws, align and
attach to the plinth feet from the front.

Slide the rear panel into the groove provided.
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Basic Structure (Steps 9-12)
Step 9: Middle cheeks

Step 10: Inserting the top panel

Use the centre cheek connectors with metric thread
and the corresponding threaded sleeve here.

Place the top panel on the back wall between the
side panels and push it against each side panel. Fix
the top panel in place with a half-turn of the
connector.

Step 11: Inserting the shelf boards

Step 12: Inserting the shelves with
hole strips

The shelves should be inserted one at a time and
secured with a half-turn of the connector in a
clockwise direction.

For side panels with hole strips, insert the shelf
supports at the desired height and insert the
shelves. Fix one shelf per column as in step 4.
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Installing doors (Steps 13-16)
Step 13: Assembling doors

Step 14: Installing doors

When assigning the hinges, note the hinge type of
the respective door!
The hinges differ here in their bending.

Insert the door hinge at the top and bottom of the
door.

Step 15: Inserting the door hinges

Step 16: Doors with soft-close

Attach the adapter plate to the side panel and snap
in the door hinge.

The closing speed of the doors can be adapted by
switching the soft-close mechanism on and off.
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Installing doors (Step 17-18) // Fitting drawers (Steps 19-20)
Step 17: Adjusting the door hinge
height

Step 18: Adjusting the door hinge
depth and width

Adjust the height of the door using the adjusting
screw on the mounting plate.

Adjust the position of the door’s depth, as well as
the width with the adjusting screw on the hinge.

Step 19: Attaching drawers

Step 20: Attaching the front

Fix the drawer runners to both side panels using
the top holes of the drawer runner. Position the
runner so that it is fixed as far forward as possible
to match the pilot holes.

Connect the drawer fronts to the drawer with
screws at the marked points. Then insert the
drawers.
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Fitting drawers (Steps 21-22) // Optional sloping roof (Steps
23-24)
Step 21: Adjusting drawer heights

Step 22: Depth adjustment

The tool-free height adjustment option guarantees
a consistent drawer joint front and allows a height
compensation of up to 3 mm.

It is possible to adjust the depth of the drawer front,
through the adjustment of the TipOn mechanism.

Step 23: Mitre joints

Step 24: Mitre connectors

All marked connection points in the area of the
slope are provided with a special connector. Use
the enclosed Allen key to open and close.

Slide the special connectors into the correct
designated area. Note: Make sure that the hole in
the connector matches the hole in the component.
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Optional sloping roof (Steps 25-26) // Optional handle (Steps
27-28)
Step 25: Aligning the mitre
connectors

Step 26: Mitre connectors

Combine the matching components together and
close the mitre connector with the enclosed Allen
key.

Note: When assembling, note the different depths
of machining for the mitre connector. The
connectors must not protrude from the workpiece.

Step 27: Mounting the door opener

Step 28: Handles

Attach the adapter plate, use the pre-drilled holes
provided for this purpose (pay attention to the
arrows), clip on the TipOn. By turning the cylinder,
you can adjust the depth of the TipOn cylinder.

Attach the handles to the doors through the
pre-drilled holes using the enclosed M4 screws.
Note: Handles for glass doors require a shorter
version of the screws.
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Optional handle (Steps 29-31)
Step 29: Profile handles

Step 30: Stop damper

Determine the perfect position of the handles and
screw them onto the back with the enclosed
screws. Note: The handles can also be mounted
horizontally!

For surface-mounted doors and drawer fronts with
a handle, stop dampers are enclosed. Press them
into the pre-drilled holes on the side of the front.

Step 31: Bump stop

Step 32: Tilt lock

For interior doors with a handle, stop buffers are
included. Press them into the pre-drilled holes on
the side. Note: For hinged doors, the stop buffers
are planned at the bottom edge of the door

From a certain size, all furniture should be firmly
screwed to the wall to maintain stability.
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Optional internal drawers (Step 33-34) // Optional clothes rail
and garment lift (Step 35-36)
Step 33: Fitting the Spacer

Step 34: Fitting the inner panel

Fit the adjustment side and the fitting strip on the
same side as the door hinges using the screws
provided. Note: Fit the shelf above beforehand.

Fit and adjust the inside drawers as described in
steps 19-22.

Step 35: Fitting the clothes rail

Step 36: Installing the garment lift

Fix the clothes rail brackets in the holes provided,
then hook the clothes rail in place.

Fix the pre-assembled sidearms in the holes
provided, then place the clothes rail between the
arms.
*Tip: To insert the clothes rail, fold out the arms.
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Sliding doors (1)
Fitting sliding doors

*Aerial View
An example representation of a 2-door wardrobe.

⚠

Depending on your order, not all small parts shown here will be included in your delivery.
If you have any further questions, please also use the assembly instructions for the sliding
doors supplied.
*Tip: only remove the labels after you have fully assembled the furniture.

Step 1: Preparing the subfloor

Fix the illustrated rail clips for the guide rail in the pre-drilled holes on the underbody. Use the screws
supplied for this purpose.
Also, fit the plinth feet supplied as well as the plinth panel as described in steps 4,5 and 7. Then level the
subfloor at the position intended for the furniture. Finally, clip the guide rail in place.
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Sliding doors (2-3)
Step 2: Preparing the top level

Fix the illustrated rail clips for the running rail in the pre-drilled holes on the top of the top shelf. Use the
screws provided for this purpose.
Then place the clips in the correct position for clipping in the running rail.

Step 3: Prepare the running rail

Fix the illustrated end cap in the runner.
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Sliding doors (4)
Step 4: Preparing the running rail

Install the automatic closing device according to the correct installation arrangement shown in the
illustration. This will depend on which door is at the front and which is at the back.
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Sliding doors (5)
Step 5: Mounting the top shelf

Mount the top shelf as described in steps 10 and 11. Now align the runner rail and close the clip lock. Finally,
fix the runner rail in the side panels using the screws supplied.
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Sliding doors (6)
Step 6: Fitting the runner and guide parts onto the rear door

Fix the illustrated runner and guide to the door leaf.
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Sliding doors (7)
Step 7: Fitting the front door runners and guides

Fix the illustrated runner and guide parts to the door leaf. Then adjust the depth setting on both parts to the
material thickness of the doors as shown.
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Sliding doors (8)
Step 8: Hanging the doors

First set the yellow locks on the runners to the unlocked position. Next, hook the door into the top track and
clip the door onto the bottom of the cabinet by pressing firmly. Then, lock the previously unlocked locking
mechanism on the runners. Finally, move the doors back and forth a few times to activate the automatic
closing mechanism.
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Sliding doors (9)
Step 9: Adjusting the doors

To adjust the lateral support of the doors, release the yellow lateral lock on the runners. Then slide the door
into the desired position and lock the latch again. To adjust the height of the door, use the adjustment
screws illustrated here.
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